Federal Communications Commission
Washington, D.C. 20554
April 21, 2020
HC2 LPTV Holdings, Inc.
Renne Ilhardt
450 Park Avenue
30th Floor
New York, NY 10022
Re:
Request for Extension of
License and Silent Authority Under
Section 312(g)
KUVM-LD, Missouri City, MO
LMS File No. 0000112357
Facility ID No. 167664
Dear Licensee:
This concerns the above-referenced request to extend license and silent authority (Request), as
amended, filed by HC2 LPTV Holdings, Inc. (HC2), licensee of low power television station KUVM-LD,
Missouri City, Missouri (KUVM or Station). For reasons set forth below, we grant the request, waive all
applicable rules, and extend the Station’s license and silent authority for a period of 180 days from the
date of this letter.
Background. Section 312(g) provides that “[i]f a broadcasting station fails to transmit broadcast
signals for any consecutive 12‐month period, then the station license granted for the operation of that
broadcast station expires at the end of that period, notwithstanding any provision, term, or condition of
the license to the contrary, except that the Commission may extend or reinstate such station license…for
any reason to promote equity and fairness.”1 In the Incentive Auction R&O, the Commission explained
that it would be receptive to requests for reinstatement or extension of a station’s license under Section
312(g), “tak[ing] into account the extent to which a station has been involuntarily forced to remain dark as
a result of the repacking process and whether, in light of the facts presented, equity and fairness dictate a
license extension or reinstatement and a waiver.”2 Further, in the Post‐Incentive Auction Procedures PN
the Media Bureau stated that, in considering requests to extend or reinstate a stations license under
Section 312(g) in order to promote fairness and equity, it “will examine whether the station has
demonstrated that its silence is the result of compelling reasons beyond the stations’ control, including
facts that relate to the post‐auction transition process.”3 Finally, in the Special Displacement Window PN,
the Bureau permitted stations to file a displacement application on a contingent basis for channels in the
repacked television band (channels 2-36) that full power and Class A stations would be relinquishing as a
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result of the incentive auction and repacking process.4 The Bureau stated that, if a conditional grant
would require an LPTV or TV translator station to be silent for a consecutive 12-month period prior to
discontinuation of operation by the full power or Class A station, the Bureau would “consider a request
for extension or reinstatement pursuant to Section 312(g) of the Communications Act and a request for
waiver of the Commission rule.”5
Request. As part of the incentive auction and repacking process, KUVM’s channel 22 was
displaced by KTMD, Galveston, Texas, that was repacked to channel 22. As a result, KUVM has been
silent since May 4, 2019.6 KUVM’s previous licensee timely filed a displacement application requesting
a construction permit for channel 10 in the Commission’s displacement application filing window for low
power television stations that were displaced by the incentive auction and repacking process. The Media
Bureau determined that KUVM’s displacement application for channel 10 was mutually exclusive with an
application filed by KHLM-LD, Houston, Texas (KHLM), and as a result, the Station was placed in MX
Group 32 (MX 32). An opportunity to resolve mutual exclusivity through settlement or technical
modification of the engineering proposals was provided and the stations submitted an interference
agreement whereby they agreed to channel share on KHLM-LD’s channel 10 facilities, thus resolving
their mutual exclusivity. KUVM’s application for channel 10 was dismissed and an application to share
channel 10 with KHLM was later granted.7
Since the grant of its channel sharing application, HC2 states that the KHLM, as the channel
sharing host, has been diligently working to make the new channel 10 site operational by KUVM’s oneyear silent anniversary of May 4, 2020. However, HC2 continues, equipment supply constraints resulting
from the incentive auction repacking and labor scarcities resulting from the COVID-19 make it unlikely
that the Station will be able to become operational on channel 10 by May 4, 2020. HC2 reports that
KHLM estimates that channel 10 site will be finalized in June 2020. HC2 requests extension of the
KUVM license and silent authority pursuant to Section 312(g) to promote equity and fairness and so the
Station can resume service to the public.
Discussion. Upon review of the facts and circumstances presented, we find that Sander’s request
for extension of KUVM’s license and silent authority for a period of 180 days from the date of this letter
satisfies the requirements of Section 312(g) as described in the Incentive Auction R&O, the Post‐Incentive
Auction Procedures PN, and the Special Displacement Window PN, and is in the public interest.
Consistent with the public interest, we will provide Section 312(g) relief to displaced LPTV and TV
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translator stations that are forced off the air by circumstances beyond their control.8 KUVM was forced
off the air as a result of being displaced by the incentive auction and repacking process and HC2 took
steps to build its displacement facilities in a timely manner. Therefore, due to circumstances outside its
control, KUVM has been unable to return to the air prior to the one-year anniversary of going silent.
KUVM pledges to resume operations on the Station’s shared channel as soon as possible. Grant of relief
of will allow KUVM to return to the air and once again serve its viewers.
Accordingly, we find that in order to promote fairness and equity the request filed by HC2 LPTV
Holdings, Inc IS HEREBY GRANTED, the applicable Commission rules ARE WAIVED,9 and the
license for KUVM-LD, Missouri City, Texas IS EXTENDED for 180 days from the date of this letter.
Sincerely,
/s/
Barbara A. Kreisman
Chief, Video Division
Media Bureau
cc (via electronic mail): Rebecca Hanson, Esq.
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